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Abstract
Best-selling author Jerry Coyne's latest book, *Faith versus Fact: Why Science and Religion are Incompatible*, prompted another round of discussion about the relationship between science and religion (theism, in particular). Are science and religion compatible? Does science preclude the existence of God? Atheists like Coyne hold to a central presupposition about science that merits further scrutiny. The presupposition is that science is an independent, self-verifying arbiter of truth that is inherently rational. For the sake of expanding this debate beyond the usual discussions about scientific evidence, this presupposition must be tested by examining the intellectual structure of science. When this is done, it becomes evident that this presupposition is untenable and leaves its adherents without a rational basis for science. Contrary to the thesis of Professor Coyne's book, theism need not compete with science to ascertain truth about nature. Rather, theism establishes the rationality of science in a way that is impossible in an atheistic framework. Ultimately, the efforts of Professor Coyne and others to dispute theism using science are self-refuting and it's high time to recognize them as such.
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Best-selling author Jerry Coyne's latest book, *Faith versus Fact: Why Science and Religion are Incompatible* (Coyne 2015), prompted another round of discussion about the relationship between science and religion (theism, in particular). Are science and religion compatible? Does science preclude the existence of God? Or, as the title of a National Geographic piece read, "In Age of Science, is Religion 'Harmful Superstition'?" (Worrall 2015). Atheists like Coyne hold to a central presupposition about science that merits further scrutiny. The presupposition is that science is an independent, self-verifying arbiter of truth that is inherently rational. This presupposition rises to the surface in Professor Coyne's book when he states the following: "In the end, it may smack of circularity to use empirical results to justify the use of the empirical toolkit we call "science," but I'll pay attention to the circularity argument when someone comes up with a better way to understand nature. Science's results alone
justify its usefulness, for it is, hands down, the single best way we've devised to understand the universe." (Coyne 2015 p. 207).

For the sake of expanding this debate beyond the usual discussions about scientific evidence, we must test this presupposition by examining the intellectual structure of science. While there are many variations of the scientific method, one ever-present element in science is induction, which philosopher of science James Ladyman describes as "the form of reasoning where we generalise from a whole collection of particular instances to a general conclusion" (Ladyman 2002 p. 28). The late Stephen Jay Gould testified to the importance of induction when he described it as the "basic mode of reasoning in empirical science" (Gould 1965 p. 226). Put simply, induction is what enables scientists to derive general descriptions of nature (laws) and general explanations of nature (theories) from specific observations made in a lab or in the field. This jump from specific observations to general laws or theories is facilitated by a belief in the uniformity of nature, which posits that patterns observed in nature will remain consistent across time and space (Schumm 1991 p. 18, Harré 1983 p. 98). In his article on nature's uniformity, Gould articulated how the intellectual structure of science collapses if the scientist does not adhere to this belief: "Without assuming this spatial and temporal invariance, we have no basis for extrapolating from the known to the unknown and, therefore, no way of reaching general conclusions from a finite number of observations." (Gould 1965 p. 226).

For science to be rational, this belief in nature's uniformity must be rational. But how does one establish the rationality of this belief? The uniformity of nature is not a logical necessity and appealing to observational evidence to justify this belief will require the use of induction (Curd and Cover 1998 p. 499), which inevitably begs the question and is tantamount to saying that nature is uniform because nature is uniform. Without this justification, science is left in an intellectual crisis of irrationality that has practical implications. Without such justification, a doctor's decision to prescribe antibiotics to fight an infection is irrational. Without such justification, my decision to eat food with the expectation of nourishment is irrational (Russell 1912 p. 96). Left without a rational basis for science, atheists who subscribe to the idea that science is an independent, self-verifying arbiter of truth that is inherently rational are forced to relinquish their subscription.

What, then, does science depend on for its rationality? What, if anything, can make sense of the scientist's belief in nature's uniformity? In the words of the late Christian philosopher Cornelius Van Til, "the existence of the God of Christian theism and the conception of his counsel as controlling all things in the universe is the only presupposition which can account for the uniformity of nature which the scientist needs. But the best and only possible proof for the existence of such a God is that his existence is required for the uniformity of nature and for the coherence of all things in the world." (Van Til 2008 pp. 125-126). Contrary to the thesis of Professor Coyne's book, theism need not compete with science to ascertain truth about nature. Rather, theism establishes the rationality of
science in a way that is impossible in an atheistic framework. Consequently, a theist can have greater confidence in scientific findings than an atheist. Ultimately, the efforts of Professor Coyne and others to dispute theism using science are self-refuting and it's high time to recognize them as such.
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